hatches are open at seven thirty four

p.m. central time Mike Fossum floating

in right behind sergei volkov and

satoshi furukawa from the japan

aerospace exploration agency

rasta in the MasterChef modernism I

think we can use the service module show

producer chef Dakota Ricardo is clearing

the second camera in about a minute or

30 seconds we're going to be ready

so as you saw in the video that was just

a downlink from the International Space

Station the hatches are open the hatch

opening time was 7 34 p.m. central time
all six crew members now together on board the International Space Station
gathering in these vezde service module
to make remarks and receive congratulatory calls from the dignitaries Russian American and Japanese space officials and family members gathered here in Courage off for the start of the six-person crew called expedition 28 the six crew members now together to begin there are several months of joint work okay so good you'll see Moscow access on space you're on one let's go 730 head under a pretty nice
you got to go I years I see in the

picture stop in your mind yes we are oh

great dear grandma the rest in Mission

Control Center is creating you so we're

sure on route and congratulations on the

successful completion of these crystals

food important veg talking of the men's

Bigfoot present you as a space station

were very blood Leo together no screams

for Alou is going to you sure seemed

unsure is us that's the program that we

planned for your mission is going to be

some footage we welcome and that word

we're trying to be looking forward to

we're trying to be looking forward to
meeting you to be on the ground and we

00:03:21.840 --> 00:03:27.269
are now at your sides hearing your

00:03:24.810 --> 00:03:29.039
sources i'm writing on board i

00:03:27.269 --> 00:03:31.379
understand you're very excited right now

00:03:29.039 --> 00:03:33.629
you would like to make sure you can hear

00:03:31.379 --> 00:03:36.389
the voices in kampala just of the rest

00:03:33.629 --> 00:03:40.949
of Mission Control Center buzzing

00:03:36.389 --> 00:03:44.279
visitors that are here in some surprises

00:03:40.949 --> 00:03:47.099
as well as like to let's remember

00:03:44.280 --> 00:03:49.830
Gerstenmaier three international space

00:03:47.099 --> 00:03:51.479
station crew hello it's a

00:03:49.830 --> 00:03:54.150
this is ghost it's great to see all you

00:03:51.479 --> 00:03:56.039
guys on orbit it's especially nice to

00:03:54.150 --> 00:03:58.080
see all six of you i think the space

00:03:56.039 --> 00:04:00.389
station needs all six of you to stay
busy and have fun and you all look great

and the smiles are just amazing so i

have a great expedition and take good

care of the space station I'll turn it

over to Mistress rocky for some words

and then we'll let you get to your

families congratulations for expedition

28 crew I congratulate you are safe

arrival of soyuz tma-03m for the ISS

today from car some lucky des koala

manny mota shita no osito my mascara

tomo muchos no se que podamos in de modo

shredder cocalico no cotton in

cosmas she stays on to accommodate all
goes back to Minnesota secure your mascara don't offer okay Homer like 0 90
days similar today if it is a person there homie modernistic recite a jumbled mess hi Mike this is now I said congratulations on your high fiber congratulation from your son's your brother's here in Mission Control Moscow from your daughter from kira Jonathan Emily and Rebecca in Mission Control Houston we're very proud of you for what you've accomplished and you're training for getting to where you are right now we're very excited about what you will
accomplish with your crew were very eager to have you back with just a share in which in all the chicken through in this great nation go with a blessing and God's protection I love you love you honey you guys have the heart standing on the sidelines and watching us I take off and do this so I thank you very much god bless lucky it's a nice evening I also come up on it already at all hey dad it's a favorite son John here um I'm just I'm really happy to see you guys all their fix it all smiles it's really cool to your face and if I
ever decide to go back to the States

after this I'll be seeing you there so

take care hey John you have a clip seven

mask up at that period of time ok gotta

see a minute saw you may not gonna look

at the net ratio oh ma foi you see what

pedicure in bamberg mouse shuttle see

available with service hello its

opponent feet over the continent is we

shall fabulous quick enough Kakashi ish

come on tonight I got over them up hey

dad it's a Mitch you guys have a

fantastic Walsh the other day and I'm

sure you had a great last couple days I

was pretty bright against the dark night
sky i think i might still have my PQ but

that that brightness is still burned

into my cornea but i hope you enjoy your

stay long

it's good to see that you and Ron at a

google homecoming there and a reunion

220 miles up so you had a great time

thanks Mitch this is a one headlight

buddy club yeah hey dad it's kidding as

a fantastic launch and the six months up

there will pass in no time and I hope

you have fun bye hey thanks getting

great docket the Sun and it it will go

by fast and look for spin you miss you
already hey brother it's true brother

Terry just one make sure we're proud of you and you let people from a common black background from around the world

know that they can accomplish uncommon dreams we love you love it bro let's uh Gee come along on the on the trip here

really appreciate it hey son Keiko days

oko yono como perder esta el otro tema

condo semester could i order on I do so

do so I know who she know you need me

I'm esta en yahoo no tomodachi mo a sin

sickness como not annoying she messaged

a combative motor fixed crash I got
another idea Papaji knock accessories

animals do not stop they can bite esta

muy mas alto de los well I got the phone

at your hand hope that it's a great hope

that it's a great reunion with your friends that were already up there and

and just know that our prayers and

our good wishes are with you from here

until you come back safely in November

we love you thanks hon yet great see

these guys up there Ronnie and the boys

like said we got the band back together

one minute I'm we should go your friend

the deer turkey Vulcan would like to

00:10:10,350 --> 00:10:16,230
talk to because you heard a lot of words

00:10:12,629 --> 00:10:17,909
from the family members of other useful

00:10:16,230 --> 00:10:20,759
na crew members would like to say that

00:10:17,909 --> 00:10:23,490
during your document we had your father

00:10:20,759 --> 00:10:28,069
your son always your family members were

00:10:23,490 --> 00:10:30,750
here just the president's team official

00:10:28,070 --> 00:10:33,570
last because I don't even know if it's

00:10:30,750 --> 00:10:36,960
early or too late at night here in

00:10:33,570 --> 00:10:40,560
Moscow and we're worrying for you the

00:10:36,960 --> 00:10:44,060
world so glad that your document

00:10:40,559 --> 00:10:46,829
successfully we can remember you know

00:10:44,059 --> 00:10:48,629
you're on board but I'm sure you're

00:10:46,830 --> 00:10:51,480
going to talk to your family conference

00:10:48,629 --> 00:10:54,689
because all of the other crew members
you should remember that the Mission Control Center is always the thinking of you will never leave you without support and looking at your smiling faces we can you show that you're in good mood we're hoping that you're going to be a bit more than soldiers very completion of your flight we're due from a quarter hoping everything goes well and we wrote that you can always rely on people on the ground with facilities when you attend and how we're going you have a lot of work ahead of us and a lot of summer woman we're meeting back on the
ground when you come back all the very

best again hope you complete all the

missing

women and successful they return to the

ground shook we're going on since we

have a little bit of time I'm sharing

much important for you is now if you

hear your voice bulge of your family

members and friends were going to ask

that features which friends and family

talk to you again hold it for any

building what else can a fellow I know

come on mama stay because i'm hella got

any money ok ya Gong lucky this mortal
Montek my son of it I no no this car you

spit on the product state critical

panels in the fake up to radio or to

aquatic show this cup I did it possible

to predict so that cannot see me des and

I go to come by tight on my lap I

thought I laughs i know- Sin Cara gonna

kill today with you know ceccato

Thomason de watashi o puma socks on yup

they're the only model pics today haha

no no se que tu mundo entero muy mas

alrato damas photo finish amo no petit

ready to go to Vegas Motor Co asada too

much Suarez any voter side of my mouth
thank you very much

00:13:58,458 --> 00:14:06,659
come go super Marcos Somali government

00:14:02,578 --> 00:14:10,558
and space grand one go-ahead from sue Oh

00:14:06,659 --> 00:14:14,578
a bump ever has been and pay event

00:14:10,558 --> 00:14:20,009
coverage is coming to an end for changes

00:14:14,578 --> 00:14:22,378
rock single I think so on all the family

00:14:20,009 --> 00:14:24,749
and friends of conferences are completed

00:14:22,379 --> 00:14:26,850
you can disassemble the you the proposal

00:14:24,749 --> 00:14:30,480
and secure a shimmery and welcome aboard

00:14:26,850 --> 00:14:34,459
visa okay thank you we're disassembling

00:14:30,480 --> 00:14:34,459
the thematic thank you

00:14:49,958 --> 00:14:55,129
this is Mission Control courage off and

00:14:52,549 --> 00:14:57,079
with that the hatch opening welcoming

00:14:55,129 --> 00:14:59,838
ceremony congratula Tory calls from

00:14:57,080 --> 00:15:01,129
family members and dignitaries on the
balcony here in the Russian Mission

Control Center that has come to an end

doctor now together as one crew of six

will begin its work a safety briefing on

tap from ISS commander andrey borisenko

the crews then we'll begin to instill

some of the small cargo items carried

aloft in the soyuz tma o2m the

spacecraft that docked to the

international space station's rassvet

module at four 18 p.m. central time just

three hours and 16 minutes later at the

734 p.m. central time the hatches swung

open the six crew members now together
as the expedition 28 crew under the command of bada sanka along with Satoshi Furukawa of the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency. NASA astronauts Mike Fossum and Ron Garan reunited after flying together three years ago on a shuttle mission to the International Space Station that delivered the Japan Kibo module, the Japanese laboratory.

Alexander Samokutyayev and Sergei Volkov, a second generation cosmonaut, the youngest commander of the International Space Station a few years ago, and as commander of expedition 17 now in his
second tour of duty on board the station

altogether following the smooth and

successful docking of the expedition 28

crews soyuz tma 02 m spacecraft to the

International Space Station a busy

several weeks lie ahead you’re looking

at the International Space Station two

soyuz spacecraft progress vehicle at

european space agency resupply craft all

there and a multinational croon out

together to begin several months of work

as the expedition 28 crew